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Value of  !

Branding !

Branded companies outperform unbranded companies on a 
variety of financial metrics, including profitability and profit 
growth.!

Improved perceived brand quality will enhance future corporate performance.!
Brands that have been managed for consistent meaning, compared with those 
that have inconsistent meaning, tend to have better financial performance: 
higher margins, better return on assets, and stronger growth.!

Angel investments in consumer product companies have !
returned an average of 3.6X over 4.4 years.!

“A customer of the moment is one 
who buys your product; a 
customer for life is the one who 
joins it”.      --Faith Popcorn!

Swander Pace, Journal of Marketing Research, Kauffman Foundation data.!



History of  !

Branding !

Rise of the consumer:!
“If you build it they will 
come”!

•  Awareness was 
driver to success.!

Rise of the retailer: !
“Buy consumer loyalty”!

•  Trade promotions, shelf 
space as real estate.!
•  Short term financial 
strategy.!

Rise of the brand: !
“Build an emotional affinity”!

•  Differentiated brand 
platform drives success.!
•  Integrity, quality; long 
term profitability.!

Early Days 
(1940-70)!

Heydays 
(1970-2000)!

Today!



Case Study:!

Starbucks!
Within 15 years, Starbucks created more brand 
equity than 108 year old Maxwell House.!

Starbucks built their brand platform around the coffee experience, not the product. 
They provide relevance, authenticity and they deliver a consistently distinctive and 
inspiring experience. !

POTENTIAL!
High brand strength 
but low stature.!

LEADERSHIP!
High brand stature 
and high strength.!

UPSTART!
Low brand strength 
and low stature.!

EROSION!
High brand stature 
but low strength.!

1971!

1991!

1997!

2001!
2010! 2013!

Starbucks Brand Equity!
Starbucks Frappuccino project is an 
example of how they leverage innovation:!

5/94 Idea was generated and green light 
prioritized.!
8/94 JV was established and marketing 
components completed.!
10/94 First wave roll out.!
5/95 National launch.!
7/95 Frappuccino contributed 11% of !
Starbucks revenue. !

Starbucks & Innovation!



Case Study:!

Nutrition Bars!
The Power Bar brand is declining from a 
leadership to an eroded market position.!
•  Brand platform too narrowly defined.!

They failed to see that sports nutrition was a limited 
segment and, while they created the nutrition bar category, 
PowerBar missed the broader market until it was too late.!

•  Management failed to innovate.!
In fact, consumers had little other choice as the category 
was so new. But 2nd generation innovators perfected 
taste and built their brands on a more utilitarian platform, 
differentiating their brands and providing more relevance. !

•  Neglected market trends.!
The brand neglected the insights of cross impact analysis 
(how trends interact), otherwise they would have found 
that the trends for “grab-n-go” products, “wellness” and 
“food positives” would yield a greater market.!

Clif Bar has secured a leadership market 
position.!
•  Brand platform based on authenticity.!

The company has built several brands under a platform of 
authenticity, a “natural” heritage and “independent” 
identification.!

•  Management continues to innovate, 
maintaining the brand’s relevance.!

First to market a women’s line (Luna), children’s products, 
and a variety of formats and delivery systems. Not afraid to 
try new things.!

•  Consistent in addressing consumer needs.!
The brand has maintained a consistent platform that 
delivers good tasting nutrition in convenient forms for the 
whole family.!



Seed the market with a brand 
position; Build awareness.!

Mass Audience! Target Group! Niche!

Focus on smaller groups;!
Highlight benefits.!

Segment into niches;!
Feature solutions.!

Create a personal interaction;!
Generate data.!

Brand Advocate!

Build word of mouth;!
Encourage referrals.!

Viral Marketing!

Personal !
Relationship!

Consumer !

Marketing !

P2P marketing takes root.!
Consumers will market the 
brand.!



Brand  !

Advocacy !

Informative, Inc., 2005.!

Brand advocates tend to purchase more dietary and nutritional 
products such as energy bars, meal replacements and 
supplements.!

On average, brand advocates make twice as many recommendations as the 
general population.  Each one averages 70 people in their social network.!



The   !

Consumer !

Understanding consumer’s lifestyles, needs and behaviors 
provides insight into how, what and when to market to them.!

Ethnography is a set of tools used to 
study people and culture through deep 
immersion into everyday life; What 
people do and why.!

Cross Impact Analysis is the study of 
how trends interact.!



Ethnographic   !

Research !

Ethnography is the branch of anthropology that involves trying 
to understand how people live their lives. Unlike traditional 
market research, ethnographic researchers visit consumers in 
their own environment to observe and listen in a non-directed 
way. !



Cross Impact   !

Analysis!

A model that maps consumer behavior trends based upon 
values and beliefs.!

MACRO TREND!

MICRO TREND!

FAD!

Defined by values and beliefs.!

Defined by behaviors and activities.!

  Defined by products. Fads don’t 
change behaviors or values.!

Time!

Aw
ar

en
es

s! Cyclical: Repeating 
patterns over time 
(i.e., stock market, 
fashion).!

Time!

Aw
ar

en
es

s!

Macro: Driving forces 
that bring changes in 
values and beliefs (i.e., 
environmental 
movement).!

Time!

Aw
ar

en
es

s! Micro: Driving forces 
that define attitudes & 
behaviors in cultures 
(i.e., body piercing).!

Changes in values precede 
changes in behavior:!



Cross Impact   !

Analysis!

Trend behaviors follow a predictive model:!

Time!

Adoption!

A: Idea creation- Trend is created within sub-culture.!
!B: Early adoption- Innovators translate trend and adapt it.!
! !C: Popular adoption- Trend is brought into popular awareness.!
! ! !D: Institutionalization- Mainstreaming occurs.!
! ! ! !E: Decline: Over-saturation and homogenization.!

A! B! C! D! E!



What’s Changing? 

Traditional Focus:!

Product Negatives!

Products!

Features/Benefits!

Brand Awareness!

Emerging Focus:!

Product Positives!

Experiences!

Solutions!

Brand Presence!

Consumer!

Trends!



Relationship  !

Tactics !

Allow engaged 
consumers to learn 
about some “inside” 
information.!

Inside 
Information!

Social 
Relevance! Discovery! Non-Competitive!

Merchandising!

In-n-Out Burger has a secret 
menu that is not published. !

Connect the 
consumer to a 
shared relevant 
social cause.!

Chipotle supports natural 
and local farmers, no 
hormone meats and 
started a food festival 
called “Cultuivate”.!

Consumers are 
more likely to feel a 
sense of personal 
ownership for 
brands they found 
themselves.!

Rao’s is a leading pasta 
sauce, leveraging word-of-
mouth and limited 
distribution.!

Merchandising 
the brand in an 
unexpected 
environment 
makes it more 
memorable.!

Proactiv has distinctive 
kiosks in malls and other 
high traffic locations.!



Why!

Social Media!

Journal of the American Society for Information Science and Technology, BrandZ Digital Consumer Report, Millward Brown, 2009 !

Social Media has topped pornography as the #1 activity on the Web.!

20% of all “tweets” 
mention specific brands or 
products.!

Consumers spend 34% of their total media time online 
and 35% watching television. In fact, according to 
Forrester, if you are 45 years old or younger, you spend 
significantly more time using the Internet than watching 
television.!

“Digital consumers” have a 15% stronger relationship with a 
typical brand across all categories and countries. !



Consumers have expectations and perceptions; good 
communications must build from these, not try to change 
them.!
Consumers eat to enjoy, everything else is secondary!

Deliver a lifestyle solution, not a medicine !
Most successes:!

 Created new sub-categories!

 Built new brands, not line extensions!

 Provide convenience!

 Taste good!

Marketing a!

Food Brand!



Four Keys!

to Success!

Functional 
Foods! Safe!

Experiential!

Intuitive!

Validated!

Must be endorsed, 
believed, and adopted 
by stakeholders.!

Must provide taste, 
perceptible experience, 
convenience.!

Must mitigate risk 
through scientific 
research.!Must be a recognizable, 

understandable or simple 
proposition.!



All products require validation. The greater the risk 
(financial or health), the greater the need for third party 
validation.!

A credible third party 
vets the product: 
Academic, Consumer, 
Regulatory, etc.!

3 
Third Party

A valued second party 
endorses the product: 
Friends, Media, etc.!

2 
Second	  Party

1 

The product meets 
consumer satisfaction.!

First Party

Product!

Validation!



Enhancement 

Prevention Treatment 

“Wellness”!

Consumers want lifestyle solutions, where validated science and functional 
benefit meets pleasure and convenience. This can be called Wellness.!

Observations!

for Success!



Food vs.!

Drug!

Marketing treatment!

Motivation: FEAR  !
“Disease” solution!
Consumers NEED!

“Directed” purchase !
Safety/Efficacy!

Marketing wellness!

Motivation: HOPE !
“Enhancement” benefit!
Consumers WANT!

“Selected” purchase !
Experience/Convenience!

Understanding the difference between treatment and wellness:!



Peter Leighton!
Abunda, Inc.!
peter@abundasolutions.com!
(801) 550-6962!
www.abundasolutions.com!

Contact!


